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DIgital Naïves

Hi Mom!? Have you seen my privacy?
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Digital Natives





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VKlTx6o5Gt0&t=167


Digital “natives”
… are quick at adapting to new technology

… trust technology and do not question media

… are perceived as experts by adults and their parents



The “Farmor” effect

Source: @andershemmingsendk

Everyone around them perceive them 
as experts - so can or should we 
teach them anything? 



Digital “natives”
… are quick at adapting new technology

… trust technology and do not question media

… are perceived as experts by adults and their parents

… born in the 00s



financially irresponsible



Mom! Can I borrow money for a VPN service!?*

*said no teenager 
ever



Lazy



Snapchat Terms & Conditions
For all Services [...], you grant Snapchat a worldwide, royalty-free, sublicensable, 
and transferable license to host, store, use, display, reproduce, modify, adapt, 
edit, publish, and distribute that content. [...]

Because Live, Local, and any other crowd-sourced Services are inherently public 
and chronicle matters of public interest, the license you grant us for content 
submitted to those Services is broader. In addition to the rights you grant us in 
connection with other Services, you also grant us a perpetual license to create 
derivative works from, promote, exhibit, broadcast, syndicate, publicly perform, 
and publicly display content [...] in any form and in any and all media or 
distribution methods (now known or later developed). To the extent it's 
necessary, you also grant Snapchat and our business partners the unrestricted, 
worldwide, perpetual right and license to use your name, likeness, and voice [...]



gullible



Apps and services via facebook



https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B2hQZ5yz_Dw4NGdZRWx2a1hJS3c/preview








… and you wonder why teenager 
might develop trust-issues?



So what should we teach them?
1. If you are not paying you may 

be the product that is sold 

2. If terms and conditions are too 
long to read, you should read 
them

3. Never believe what strangers on 
the Internet tell you

4. Use protection (!!)



Privacy in software

Is security the same as privacy? 



Secure

HTTPS

Private
A Facebook message will be encrypted 
from your device to Facebook’s server. 
But it is not encrypted on Facebook’s 
server. 

This is secure, but is it private?

*

*DISCLAIMER: They *might* be a later time on this track, where someone will claim that HTTPS is actually 
insecure. Terrifying. But for now, you do not know this. Apologizes for spoilers. 



If privacy is 
derived from social 

concepts...

… shouldn’t we look at 
sociological concepts for 
measurements?



Informational 
inequality



Create a balance between you and your users

Users should know what 
information you have about them 



Informational 
injustice



Nobody likes a Snitch(!)

Do not use information that was 
created in one place in another



Informational 
decay



Should we always save data, just 
because we can?



… “it was on sale!”



Are current standards 
privacy preserving?



Standard
- Remember everything 

- Make long and inhuman terms 
and conditions

- “Ask for forgiveness, not 
permission”

Alternative
Let users set a “timeout” on data

If you need a lawyer to make your 
terms and conditions, they are 
already too complicated

Do not ask for data that you don’t 
need - If you need to save data, 
can you save it encrypted?

… but think about your solution!



Thank you!

Twitter: @emmaarfelt


